LEMMA 1.1. If F(x, y) is analytic at (x, y) E G • G and U(x, y), V(x, y) denote real valued functions such that F(x, y) = U(x, y) + iV(x, y) then U(~I. ~)(x, y), V(~, x,)(x, y) exist as complex-homogeneous functions of (Xx, x.,) and
U
LEMMA 1.2. Let (x, y) E G • G, N a convex neighbourhood of (x, y) such that at each point (x', y') in N and for all xl E G, U(~, o)(X', y') exists. Then there is a 6 > 0 such that for 0 < c~ < 6, there is a 0 < fi(~) < a where U(x + ~x~, y) -U(x, y) = ~v(~, o)(X + px~, y).

PROOF. Let g(w) = U(x + wx~, y), then there exists 5 > 0 such that g'(w)
which by hypothesis exists for all (x + wxl, y) E N. 5 may be taken to be any positive number such that (x + 5xl, y)E N, by convexity (x + ~xl, y)E N for 0 < ~ _< 6. Applying the Mean-Value Theorem to g we have
for some0<fi<~,or 
COROLLARY. If further U(~, o) is a complex homogeneous function of (xl, O) then U(x, y)-U(x + c~xl, y) = i~U(o, xl)(x + flxl, y
U(x, yx~[~]) -U(x + ~x~, y) = i~ [u(~10~(x, yx~[y]) -U(o,~)(x +/~"x~, y)] for some O < fl" < ~, O< fl" < ~ or V(x + ~x~, y) -V(x, yx~[~]) = ~ [~(~,,0)(x + #"x~, y) -U(o.~(x, yx~[/~'])].U(x + c~uxl -flux2, yxz[~u]xa[flu]) ) -U(x, y) bl [ U(x -~ ~b/X 1 --[]blX2, YX2[~U]XI[]~U]) --U(X --flUX2, yx2[O~bl]Xl[flU]) ] + O~U U(x -flux~, yx2[~ulxl[t3u]) -U(x -flux2, yxl[fiul) + ~U + ux2,yxx, u, _
ux2,y ]_ t ~bl --flu "
If we apply gemma 2 and Lemma 3 then we obtain
where 0 < 5, 6' < wu, 0 < 6", 5" < flu. Using the continuity of the partials however, as u ~ 0 we obtain
~U(x,,o)(X, y) + ~U(o,~2)(x, y) + [3U(o,~(x, y) -[3V(x~,o)(X, y).
(2) Proceeding in a similar fashion for
we obtain, as u ~ 0
v(~, o)(X, y) + ~ V(o, x~)(x, y) + [3 V(o, ~,)(x, y) -[3 V(x~, o)(X, y).
Now utilizing the "Cauchy-Riemann" conditions we obtain
= ~ u(~,, o)(X, y) + ~ U(o, ~)(x, y) -[3 v<, o)(X, y) -tiff V(o, x~) +
+ c~V(~, o)(X, y) + ~V(o..~o(x, Y) + i[3U(x,.O)(x, y) + i[3U(o, xo(x, y) = = (~ + ififi)[U(x~,o)(X, Y) + U(o.~o(x, Y)] + (~ + i[3)[iV(x~,o)(X, Y) + iVto, x~) ] =, = (~ + i[3)[U(x~,~)(x, y) + iv( ..... )(x, y)]. Since c~(~,o)(X, y) + Vo, ~2)(x, y) = u( ..... )(x, y) and V(x,, o)(X, y) + V(o,x~)(x, y) = v( ...
.. )(x, y).
The proof is now complete. We note that another way of writing the CauchyRiemann equations is The proof will follow from a series of Lemmas. 
.. Nks. Let
Mk, = {y I y E G, B x o(x, y) E Nk,} .
Now we note that 11Fn -Fm II > .f lF.(x, y) -F,.(x~, y) l Zdy o
for all Xk, and hence .. )(x, y) .
N(xo, yo)={(x,y)[ F(x+uxl'yx2[u]) -F(x'y) }
LEMMA 2.3. Let F(x, y) be defined in a neighbourhood of (x, y) E G • G. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that F be analytic (in the sense of Definition 1) is that g(z) be analytic at z = O for all (Xl, x2) E G • G where g(~ .... )(z) = F(x + ux 1 --vx2, yx.,[u]xl[v]), z = u + iv.
F( ..... )(x, y) = -iF(_x,,xl)(x, y)
which together with the observations that -i(-x 2, Xx)= (,xl, x2) provides the complex homogeneity required. The existence of the derivative follows from the existence of the derivative of g. Since the preceding assertions are reversible the foo~d of the theorem is complete. 
PROOF. By n applications of Lemma 2.3, g is analytic in z, for each i and hence by the Osgood-Hartog Theorem [3] g is analytic. and F( ..... ) is a complex homogeneous function of (xl, x2) since F(xl, ul) and F(~,, ~), are complex homogeneous functions of (xl, xl), (x2, x2) respectively. In conclusion we note two other results. Lemma 2.3 asserts that Definition 1 and Definition 4.10 [2] are equivalent. H2(K) is a subset of the set of LZ-analytic functions as defined by MACKEY [4] and hence by the Theorem, pp. 160 [4] each is the generalized Laplace Transform of a function in L z up to an equivalence relation. 
